
Penfield Rangers Soccer Club Board Special Meeting 

10/10/14 
 

 
A motion was made to approve the Extended Roster Policy by Steve Husband, seconded by Amy Delucia. All in 
Favor:9 Opposed :0. 

 
Extended Roster Policy 
 
U8-U12 
 

 Once the maximum roster size is reached for the age group as determined by RDYSL policy, at 
the coach’s discretion, more players may be added as “tournament only” players. These players 
will train with the team throughout the season, but only be available to play with the team in 
non-RDYSL competitions. They will not be rostered with the team to play in RDYSL competitions. 
The fee for this player will be whatever the “tournament player” fee is as determined by the 
Penfield Rangers organization. 

 If the coach wants to have additional players added to their roster above the RDYSL maximum 
roster size, the coach may also, at their discretion, complete the procedure outlined in the 
RDYSL policy for a roster variance. This will allow the player to train with the team throughout 
the season, and play in all RDYSL and non-RDYSL competitions. The coach has the discretion as 
to which players will be rostered for all RDYSL competitions adhering to the roster specifications 
as determined by the RDYSL. This player will be charged the full fee for the season. 

 The coach is required to clearly define the criteria as to how they make decisions regarding 
which players will be selected for game day rosters. These criteria are to be clearly explained to 
both the players and parents so there is no confusion. 

 
U13 and up 
 

 Up to the maximum extended roster size allowed by RDYSL policy, all players offered a spot on 
the team are considered fully rostered players and may participate in all RDYSL and non-RDYSL 
competitions. The coach has the discretion as to which players will be rostered for all RDYSL 
competitions adhering to the roster specifications as determined by the RDYSL. All players will 
be charged the full fee for the season. 

 The coach is required to clearly define the criteria as to how they make decisions regarding 
which players will be selected for game day rosters. These criteria are to be clearly explained to 
both the players and parents so there is no confusion. 

 
 


